Ref. No.: C.E / 22/ 2853 /D/13  
Date: 15/09/2013

Lincoln University College, Malaysia  
Phone: +6088912055  
Fax: + 6088912055  
E-mail: info@lincoln.edu.my

Malaysia

Dear sir/madam,

Referring to your letter dated on 02/07/2013, and your inquiry for Lincoln University College, Malaysia to be included in the MOHESR’S list of the Malaysian recommended higher education institutions; kindly be informed that the Ministry adopts a number of standards in order to recommend a university/higher education institute and include it in the UAE's MOHESR recommended universities and institutions.

The Committee of Certificate Equivalency in the Ministry has reviewed all the information about Lincoln University College, Malaysia, during its 20th meeting dated 11th Aug 2013. As a result, we are pleased to inform you that your institution has met all the standards referred to above. Therefore, Lincoln University College, Malaysia has been recognized by the Ministry as one of the Malaysian recommended universities and institutions for those joining the Institute in its mother country and meeting all the other requirements of Certificate Equivalency.

Sincerely yours,

Wedad Alzaabi  
Director of Equivalence Certificates Department